In the supercritical branching random walk an initial person has children whose positions are given by a point process Z (1) . Each of these then has children in the same way, with the positions of children in each family, relative to their parent's, being given by independent copies of Z (1) , and so on. For any value of its argument, , the Laplace transform of the point process of n th generation people, normalized by its expected value, is a martingale, the usual branching process martingale being a special case. Here it is shown that under certain conditions these martingales converge uniformly in , almost surely and in mean. A consequence of this result is that the limit is, in an appropriate region, analytic in .
Introduction.
This paper considers the one dimensional supercritical branching random walk. The process starts with a single initial ancestor at the origin. She has children, forming the rst generation, with their positions on the real line, R, being given by a point process Z (1) . Each of these children then has o spring in a similar way, with the positions of each new family relative to their parent being given by independent copies of Z (1) . This gives the point process of second generation individuals, denoted by Z (2) . Subsequent generations are formed similarly, yielding Z (n) as the n th generation point process. Let fz (n) r : rg be an enumeration of the positions of the n th generation people.
Let by the intensity measure of Z (1) then, as is well known, n (the n-fold convolution of ) is the intensity measure of Z (n) . As the process is supercritical we have (R) > 1. Let m ( ) r :
We will adopt the convention that the real and imaginary parts of are and respectively, so that = + i 2 C, where C is the complex numbers.
The description of the process given above implies that, for any set A, Z (n+1) (A) = X r Z (1) n;r A ? z (n) r ; (1.1) where fZ (1) n;r : rg are independent copies of Z (1) with Z (1) n;r giving the relative positions of the family of z (n) r . Let F (n) be the -eld containing all information about the rst n generations. Then (1. Kingman (1975) , Biggins (1977) , Wang (1980) , Uchiyama (1982) and Neveu (l988) . Notice that W (n) ( ) is a non-negative martingale and so converges almost surely for all . However only when it converges also in mean can we be con dent that the limit is not trivial. In particular W (n) (0) is the classical branching process martingale, for which the condition EW (1) 
The main results here concern the convergence of W (n) ( ) or W (n) ( ) as a sequence of functions. Under suitable conditions there is an open set in C, containing T, with W (n) ( ) converging uniformly on any compact subset of , almost surely and in mean. A consequence of this is that the limit, W ( ), is actually analytic on . Under a rather weaker moment condition, a slightly di erent approach yields the uniform convergence of W (n) ( ) to W ( ) on compact subsets of T, implying that W ( ) is continuous on T.
Jo e et al. (1973) give a result on the uniform convergence of W (n) (i ) for a particular case of the process considered here. They adopt an elegant approach through results on convergence of martingales taking values in a Banach space, with a vital step in the proof being the veri cation that the limit W (i ) is continuous. In contrast here the convergence of W (n) ( ) to W ( ) will be tackled directly, yielding the convergence of the appropriate Banach space valued martingale and the properties of the limit as consequences.
A more detailed study of the convergence of W (n) ( ) to W ( ) is contained in Biggins (1989) . There a uniform convergence result is obtained for the branching random walk on R p both in discrete and continuous time. An application of these results is also given, large deviation results for Z (n) being obtained using them. 2 The main results.
We consider rst the convergence of W (n) ( ) in a suitable region of C. The approach we will take to this result relies heavily on Cauchy's integral formula and so does not lend itself to considering convergence for 2 T alone. Furthermore, with this approach, I can see no way to escape from the rather strong moment condition (2.1). A weaker moment condition su ces in considering the convergence of W (n) ( ) on T to which we now turn. At the end of section 4 it is indicated how the method of proof extends to higher derivatives, at some notational expense, but the details are not considered here. It is perhaps worth noting that in proving Theorem 2 we will show that the moment condition (2.3) implies (2.4) and (2.5). Of course under the stronger moment condition (2.1) Theorem 1 holds, and then all derivatives converge.
The proof of the main results relies heavily on the following lemma which is probably well known and is proved in Biggins (1989 and the result will be proved by showing that the nal bound here has nite expectation.The second term on the right is the harder one to deal with so our discussion focuses on it. In considering it Theorem 3 will be proved as a by-product. Much as in (3.5), it will be enough to show that
Di erentiation of (3. n;r ( ) ? 1 + W (1) n;r ( ) 0 ) (4.4) Notice that these are the di erences of the martingale n W (n) ( ) 0 o and, under suitable moment conditions, lemma 1 would apply to (4.4) to give a bound on the expectation of its absolute value. When the resulting bounds have a nite sum (over n) this yields the convergence almost surely and in mean of the martingale. However to allow weaker moment conditions we will use a truncation technique and so need variants of lemmas 1 and 2, which we now discuss. In these lemmas fI r g will be indicator functions with I c r = 1 ? I r . These will be used to isolate cases where j X r j is big. Lemma 3 Let fX r ; I r g be a sequence of random vectors which are, given G, independent with E (X r j G) = 0 and let N be a (possibly in nite) G Proof. As E (X r j G) = 0 E (X r I c r j G) = ?E (X r I r j G) ; consequently X X r = X X r I r + X E (X r I r j G)
where, of course, the N has been suppressed in the notation. Now E X X r I r E X E (j X r I r jj G) (4.6) and E X E (X r I r j G) E X E (j X r I r jj G) :
The nal term on the right of (4.5) requires more work. Note rst that for any random variable X and 1
Now applying Jensen's inequality, lemma 1 and the inequality just derived we see that E X (X r I c r ? E (X r I c r j G)) It is worth stating the following special case of lemma 3 which has conditions appropriate to our context. Lemma 4 If, given G, fX r ; I r g are independent identically distributed copies of fX; Ig with EX = 0, and fC r g are G measurable, then E X C r X r 2E jXIjE X jC r j + 2 3 (E jXI c j )
1= E X jC r j 1= :
(4.9)
We now return to consideration of (4.4), applying the lemma just obtained to its two parts separately. X r = W (1) n;r ( ) ? 1 and for the indicator variables let I r = I n 1 + W (1) n;r ( ) > c n o (4.11) where c > 1 will be xed later. Let F be the probability measure of the random variable in this indicator; we will use this in bounding the terms obtained in applying lemma 4. Speci cally, observe that E j XI j To simplify the expressions resulting from the calculation of the other components of (4.9) let the probability measure , which has mean zero, be given by (dx This shows that the second term on the right of (4.3) has nite expectation. A similar, but much more straightforward, analysis shows the niteness of the expectation of the rst term. (The analysis also establishes that when, 2 T, (1.2) is indeed su cient for EW ( ) = 1.) This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
If we considered higher derivatives of W (n) ( ) the analogue of (4.4) would now involve each of the derivatives of W (1) n;r ( ) up to the degree in question. These can be analysed as the components of (4.4) were. However the powers of n multiplying the two parts of (4.16) will depend on which term in the analogue of (4.4) we are considering. The argument dealing with the second term in (4.16) is una ected by any higher powers of n but they do change the power of log x appearing in (4.17). It is worth noting too that an estimate like (4.20) will still work if higher powers of j x j are included. Hence a bound like (4.21) also holds for higher derivatives. Combining these considerations we see that analogues of Theorems 2 and 3 can be obtained for higher derivatives by suitably strengthening the moment conditions.
